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Figure 5: Feature Space
object to the correct layer when occlusion vanishes. The
appearance of uninteresting regions such background clutter
are ignored by the system. Figure (4) shows a walking
person who is partially occluded by a lamppost. The moving
subject is detected as multiple separate moving regions by the
foreground segmentation process as shown in Figure 4(a). The
tracking algorithm successfully allocates the detected blobs
to the layer corresponding to the walking subject, since they
are not allocated to existing layers and are mostly contained
within the predicted bounding box of the walking subject.
After occlusion, tracking is carried out successfully as shown
in Figure 4(b). To verify the effectiveness of our approach to
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Figure 6: Experimental Results for Heel Strikes Extraction:
(a) Walking subject. (b) Extracted strikes compared with data
manually labelled
(a) Subject : 009a020s00R.
(b) Subject : 012a031s00R.
Figure 7: Joints Extraction for Indoor Data.
classify moving objects by their gait pattern, we have carried
out a number of experiments on the whole PETS video data
containing a total of 26 moving objects consisting of: 15
single walking subjects, 4 groups of people and 7 moving
vehicles. The leave-one-out validation rule is used to evaluate
the classiﬁcation performance using the k-nearest neighbor
classiﬁer. The system was able to discriminate between single
walking people, a group of people and vehicles efﬁciently
using the proposed features and achieved a detection rate
of %100. The feature vectors for the moving objects are
projected into the feature space shown in Figure (5). Although,
the classiﬁcation results were promising, we have conducted
further experiments to conﬁrm the robustness of the proposed
method for extracting the heel strikes, we have run the
algorithm on a set of 120 video sequences from the SOTON
database. The mean error for the positions of the strikes
extracted by the algorithm compared to manually labelled
strikes is %0.52 of the person height. The error is measured by
Euclidean distance normalized to a percentage of the person’s
height. Figure (6) shows the results of heel strike extraction
by the described method compared with the data labelled
manually for one video sequence and it can be observed that
the match is indeed close.
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Figure 8: Gait Angular Motion during one Gait Cycle: (a) Hip,
(b) Knee
To evaluate the recognition performance of our algorithm, we
have extracted the positions of for the ankle, knee and hip
joints as shown in Figure (7) for a set of 120 video sequences
containing 20 different subjects with 6 sequences for every
subject. Furthermore, The algorithm is tested on a subject
wearing Indian clothes which covered the legs, the joints
positions are extracted successfully as shown in Figure 7(b)
which reveals the potential of this approach to handle self-
occlusion. The angular motions for the hip and thigh are
determined from the joints’ trajectories as shown in Figure (8)
and it can observed that the results obtained via this approach
are consistent with the biomechanical data by Winter [15]
shown in bold. We have fused both dynamic and static gait
features to yield a feature vector consisting of 48 features.
Static features include the body height, stride and heights
of different body parts whilst dynamic features are mainly
the phase-weighted magnitudes of the Fourier frequencies for
the hip and knee angular motions. The gait signature is
derived using the adaptive forward ﬂoating search algorithm
via selecting the features with higher discriminability values.